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Outline
• From Mysql to Postgres 

• From a single process to queue based 

• From hard code to library 

• From now to future



From Mysql to 
Postgres



In actually, we used 
Mysql in our projects, 
due to our customers



And then, we suffered 
from it
It does not support GIS well, and it does not support lots 
of commands which works greatly in Postgres 



Redering Vector Tiles
• In Mysql, we use Mapnik to generate tiles 

1. Generate the table of spatial reference 
system in database, and add some spatial 
references 

2. Get geojson which may be simplified from 
geometry data 

3. Use Mapnik to convert geojson to proto-buf



Redering Vector Tiles
• In Postgres, we just need to use a single query, 

no matter what you want 

• ST_AsMVT will help us generate MVT, and it is 
faster than Mapnik



So why to use MVT 
rather than Geojson？



MVT
• Mapbox vector tiles 

• It is a kind of protocol buffers which won’t have 
any key when it is transmitted, so it is faster and 
smaller than Geojson 

• The key is defined by Mapbox in client libraries, 
so you won’t need to worry about that



Now, the system 
works…



And crash, due to the 
poor performance



From a single process 
to queue based



We earned money by 
data, but our enemy is 
data as well



We cannot render tiles correctly, 
because the amount of data, even 
if we did the sharding, added gist/
sp-gist, etc 



All of us know that we need cache 
which will be converted from 
binary to base64 string and stored 
into Redis
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Unfortunately, our memory is not 
enough to store all caches, so we 
try to put some caches into our 
database
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Our data will be changed, 
so the question is how to 
change our cache, now



Modify Cache
• Change it in HTTP server directly: it will affect 

the performance of HTTP Server



Modify Cache
• Change it by NOTIFY & LISTEN in Postgres 

• The NOTIFY command sends a notification 
event together with an optional "payload" string 
to each client application that has previously 
executed LISTEN channel for the specified 
channel name in the current database.



Unfortunately, it will make our 
processes be busy, because 
it will notify all listeners



Modify Cache
• To prevent from the issue of performance, we 

added new processes and message queues, 
they will be responsible for updating data and 
cache
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Now, our architecture 
will become…
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Now the system will be fine, but it 
hard to develop by our freshmen, 
so the next question is how to make 
the development fast and easily



From hard code to 
library



Like GoF’s Design 
pattern, we define our 
context at first.



The context is that we want to have 
some functions to process some 
logic about CRUD geometry data 
which may be in Mysql or Postgres



We will use Facade 
pattern to offer the 
required interface first





In order to make database 
logic decouple with main logic, 
we use Repository pattern





To fulfill our context, we 
use strategy pattern to 
support Postgres & Mysql





Don’t forget our cache 
architecture, we want to make it 
support the multiple types of 
cache, so we use strategy again





To make the cache key name 
be the same, we use template 
method to generate key name





It seems good, but it still needs to know 
that which fields are required, so we need a 
ORM. we use Decorator pattern to describe 
the shema 



ORM
• Object Relational Mapping 

• Converting data between incompatible type 
systems using object-oriented programming 
languages 



Now, it could be working 
greatly in production, but  
we can do more in the future



From now to future
• Generate document automatically by our ORM 

• Import data without programming, and support 
the multiple type 

• Make the multiple map server deploy easily, 
even if we have used docker, it still waste lots of 
time to write some configurations



Thanks for listening


